Spreading of droplets on lubricant-patterned substrates.
Droplet spreading behaviors on lubricant-patterned substrates are investigated by using molecular dynamics simulations to explore application potentials in magnetic storage drive systems. Microscopic spreading processes are studied by both potential fields of lubricant-patterned substrates and single molecule movements in lubricant droplets. The potential fields indicate that the wall molecules patterned on the substrates attract the mobile ones in the lubricant droplets. Due to the attraction force, the mobile molecules experience difficulties in diffusing freely along the substrates. The single molecule movements in lubricant droplets demonstrate that during the diffusion process, the mobile molecules encounter, adsorb, encompass, and disengage the wall ones. The spreading behaviors are significantly impacted by the bonded ratio. The potential fields indicate that as the bonded ratio increases, the attractive regions of wall molecules merge to overlap, which indicate combined interactions formed by the adjacent wall molecules.